Attendees

David Turnbull | Manager, UNSW Web and Innovation
David Chung | Engineering
David Horsley | DVC (Academic)
Graham Hannah | FASS, Law, BE
Laura Rigby | Marketing Services
Tim Bennett | Central Web Unit, Media & Communications
Tom Ruthven | Library
Vicki Truskett | Faculty of Medicine
Vladimir Tretyakov | Research

Notes:

Apologies

David Bacon | ASB
Duncan Smith | Faculty of Science
Michael Caddy | Faculty of Law
Peter Norton | UNSW IT

Minutes

- Apologies, introductions and welcome (David Turnbull)
- Minutes of previous meeting (David Turnbull)
  Minutes of previous 3 meetings approved.
- Central Web Unit update (David Turnbull)
  Update on CWU projects
Summary

- Funnelback Accessibility tool: (David Turnbull)
  - Fixing simple errors has given a one third reduction in accessibility errors.
  - CWU is preparing to change the roster of included sites. Some sites currently on the list will be left there, and others will be removed or added.
  - Medicine and Library are to provide a list of sites they want included in the accessibility tool.

- Mobile device website templates: (David Turnbull)
  - The corporate website has a new mobile device template as of this week.
  - L&T and ResGate mobile templates are in development and expected soon.
  - Medicine is investigating whether to engage the same process.
  - Expressions of interest for a mobile template should be directed to David Turnbull.

- Apache Solr search: (David Turnbull)
  - Solr search enhancements are coming for CWU-hosted Drupal websites.
  - CWU can assist other business units to deploy Solr on their own server infrastructure.

- Degree search: (David Turnbull)
  - CWU is developing a future student focused degree search tool to address the shortcomings of the Handbook for that cohort.

- Unsw.to URL shortener: (Tim Bennett)
  - The http://unsw.to URL shortener has been introduced for those who require UNSW-branded vanity URLs.
  - URLs can be obtained by completing the form on the unsw.to website.

- Profile engine: (David Turnbull)
  - Work is continuing on the Profile Engine.

- New business

  - Secure file distribution in Drupal: (Vladimir Tretyakov)
    - We can now provide a solution to protect files with Zpass authentication in conjunction with htaccess.
    - This solution addresses a document security issue where Drupal did not match TeamSite’s capabilities.
• ResPubs/ROS switchover: (Tom Ruthven)
  - From 4pm today until July 2, ResPubs data will not be updated due to the introduction of ROS. Site administrators should be aware of this if users ask why data is not updating.

• Next meeting
  Friday 12 July 2013 at 10am – 11am, Committee Room 4